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Household
3 to 10 litres  ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 47
HE0300 | HE0502 | HE0850 | HE1000-01 | HE1000-02
 
Square
5 to 16 litres ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 48
EV0500 | EV1600 

Construction
12 litres ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������� 49
BE1202

Buckets
Household / Square / Construction

The bucket is one of the most practical in-
ventions known to humankind, comparable 
to the invention of the wheel� A world wit-
hout buckets is unimaginable and they have 
innumerable applications� In the house, 
for foodstuffs, paint or construction; each 
area of life has its own requirements� WOLF 
PLASTICS wants to do justice to all of them�

And here’s the basket 
case.
Baskets and stacking crates are a 
must for packaging specialists. Ro-
bust, attractive and durable, they 
have only one desire: to transport 
our customers’ goods and store 
them in a space-saving way.

WOLF PLASTICS: We live  
out our best service  
principle afresh every day.
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Buckets, household

3 to 10 litres
HE0300
HE0502
HE0850
HE1000-01
HE1000-02

Size  | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible�
Handle  | KB: Plastic handle� MB: Metal handle�

HE0300 HE0502 HE0850 HE1000-01 HE1000-02

Nominal filling volume 3.000 ml 5.000 ml 8.500 ml 10.000 ml 10.000 ml

D x H 191 x 177 mm 224 x 209 mm 284 x 222 mm 285 x 265 mm 285 x 265 mm

Handle KB MB MB MB KB | MB

Packaging unit 1.500 items 900 items 902 items 825 items 660 items
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EV0500 EV1600

Volume 5.000 ml 16.000 ml

D x d x H 246 x 189 x 169 mm 352 x 248 x 283 mm

Stacking height 1 + 3 1 + 2

Handle MBGR MB

Lid UD UD

Packaging unit 600 items 250 items

Buckets, square

5 to 16 litres
EV0500
EV1600

Size  | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible�
Handle  | MBGR: Metal handle with roller grip�
Lid  | UD: Universal lid� Lid overlap approx� + 1 mm�

Squaring the circle
We have nothing to spare, particularly space:
Square buckets are popular for making best use
of Euro and industrial pallets, where they make
possible substantial savings in terms of transport 
and storage� Corners and edges can be a distinct 
advantage here�

Square, practical...
From luxury foods to chemical pro-
ducts the square bucket is always the 
right choice where storage and trans-
port space has to be used to its best 
advantage. Suitable for pallets,  
conical and stackable, this bucket  
is perfectly suited to the most  
extreme circumstances. 

WOLF PLASTICS: We live  
out our best service  
principle afresh every day.
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Bucket, construction

BE1202

Nominal filling volume 12.000 ml

D x H 308 x 270 mm

Handle MB

Packaging unit 500 items

BE1202

Size  | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible�
Handle  | MB: Metal handle�

12 litres

WOLF PLASTICS:  
We never lose sight of our world. 

We can rely on plastics
It is hard these days to imagine life without plastic. In the course 
of the last hundred years plastics have taken over almost eve-
ry area of modern existence and this is largely due to the many 
advantages of this versatile material: as hard as steel but much 
lighter, as clear as glass but unbreakable - these are but a few 
of the many talents of plastic.

Plastics can be moulded into any shape and can take on what-
ever character is required: Qualities such as hardness, unbreak-
ability, elasticity, temperature-resistance or chemical resistance 
can be regulated almost limitlessly.

No wonder that those in the construction industry rely heavi-
ly on plastic. The black WOLF PLASTICS construction bucket is 
not only a robust container for construction materials but it can 
also be used as a long-term piece of equipment on the buil-
ding site. Up to 25 kg are lifted onto scaffolding several times a 
day. So this is no single-use product. And even if it was, it could 
be professionally recycled and be reincarnated into its next life 
cycle.
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